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THIS  MUCH I KNOW OF JOHNSONITES

CINE CLUB

Movies are the language that communicate emotions, feelings and messages that
sometimes words fail to express. The Cine Club was initiated with the sole purpose of
discussing films and generating an interest in the process of film making amongst
students.The Cine Club has been conducting regular weekly meetings during the lunch
breaks and what initially began as watching films and giving criticism on them then
moved on to understanding the efforts and technique behind the process of making
one. The students under the guidance of their Teacher Mentor - Mr. Upen then
ventured on to make short films only using a mobile camera. The students and their
mentor worked hard at editing and re-editing, making posters, and finally delivering
their project. 
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A brief of all the films

On the day of the public screening, 

What are the uses of your mobile? 
Whatsapp? Facebook? Instagram? Twitter? Youtube? Amazon? Myntra???
 
Well, it’s a bit of a different story here.
In the initial stage of the sessions, Cine Club members were busy
exploring the best possible uses for their mobile phones. During that
struggle, an experiment called “Popcorn Production” was born. After a few
months of different practices in cinema. Our club members came up with
different scripts and genres to make their own films. The students used
their creativity and shot all the films using just a mobile phone. 
 
As a team leader, Abhiram Chilaka came up with his beautiful introductory
video about all the members of the club and contributed his hard work to
make videos of school events along with other members.

Amolika Reddy: came with two different cinemas

The Vlog - is a horror/thriller. The
film is about a horror experience in a
100 year old haunted house 

The Friend-  is a schizophrenia-related
social drama that gives an insight into a
guy’s life who deals with the issue and
intends to create awareness. 
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Vishwanth Ponugoti : He came up with a
travel vlog - The Self Revelation. The film is
all about his mesmerizing Jaipur trip with his
friends and teachers. 

Sanjana Molaka : She came up with a film -
Water Up!  that  pilots a vital discussion and
aims to generate awareness on water
consumption.  



Sharanya Amaravadi : Hyderabad , Its, Not
Just About Biryani -a documentary film by
Sharanya Amaravadi. Where she narrates the
beauty of her city and throws light on the
various fascinating elements of Hyderabad. 

Sejal Dalal : Lockdown is a drama-based
cinema that tells the tale of a boy who is
frustrated during the lockdown due to the
Corona pandemic.  



Hansitha Palnati : Through the Looking
Glass - a documentary on mental health
issues encountered by most youngsters

Rewa Reddy : Reminiscent is a lyrical film ,
which is all about beautiful memories of
school days shot in an old camera. It is box of
memories to look at along the years. 



FILM SCREENING GALLERY



SREEDHAR BOMMA

Sarath Amaravadi

AMRUTA BASSI

First of all, we all from our parents would like to thank you..you
and all your staff supporting and encouraging them and bringing
their hidden talent to showcase. Nowadays the Digital medium is
powerful and children within a very short span came up with
innovative ideas..to showcase their thoughts.

Each idea was good and it's their first assignment so mistakes can
happen here and there even though they showcased brilliantly.
Maybe in their coming holidays they will work on some well
thought provocative ideas to develop and film. So maybe this time
they will come up with much better and good thoughts.

It was great to see how well the event was
organized, where the kids showcased their creative
talents through short films with a powerful
message. The films were only two minutes long,
but they left a lasting impact on the audience. 

Each film was unique and showcased a different
aspect of life, from environmental conservation to
mental health awareness. The films were not only
visually appealing but also had a strong emotional
connection with the audience.

PARENT TESTIMONIALS

It was heartwarming to see how the children used their creativity to convey important
messages in such a short amount of time. It was a proud moment for everyone to witness
the immense talent and dedication of these young filmmakers. 
I would like to Thank you all for reminding how powerful art can be in bringing about
positive change in society.

The Cine Show was wonderfully put up by the students and
teachers. It was as if the short films were professionally
made, the students worked creatively on every aspect and
made the show memorable. 

Everyone came together to contribute and collaborate and
as a parent, this was heartwarming to see. We hope to see
the students flourish in many more such extra curricular
activities. Congratulations to the entire team, and wishing
you all the very best in future endeavors. 



SREENIDHI PANAMGIPALLI

This activity was planned individually and
even our teachers participated by writing
the experiences which they regret.

The next activity involved groups of
students – the STUCO, House captains,
Garba committee, Diwali committee,
Halloween committee and Christmas
committee. They were asked to reflect on
their performance and suggestions for
better execution of the event. 

The experience of conducting such an
informative session is joy-bounding. My
confidence surely improved after
conducting this session. The takeaway
would be to reflect on each and every act
and look for betterment. 

STUDENT LED ADVISORY SESSION ON LP
“REFLECTIVE”

The session started with a story
concerning teenage behavior especially
relating to the anger issues. The story
was a template provided to the students
to address this issue and how they
should reflect on it. The session further
continued with the write up by every
student where they had to reflect on the
incidents which they regretted a lot in
the past year. 
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We human beings are risk takers. We are known for exploring unexplored things but
we need to make sure that we are not unintelligent in the mask of a risk taker.There is
a very thin line between Risk-Taker and an unintelligent. We never know when Risk-
Taking turns into stupidity, however perception plays a great role here. Nevertheless,
we need to be careful with our decisions.
We all are risk-takers and successful people. Maybe we never count, but in our regular
life, we take various kinds of risks and complete those tasks successfully. When we
come out of our houses we cross the road in between heavy traffic. That is a risk we
take every single day.There are ample examples if we look around us.

 ADVISORY SESSION ON LP “RISK TAKER”

There was a time when our ancestors fought for the freedom of this land at the cost of
their lives. So that we can think, talk, and breathe in free space. This kind of bravery was
the need of the hour. But this twenty-first century is all about taking Smart risks and
moving forward.
During this interactive session with students, they came up with various different ideas
for being a smart risk taker. For example Investment in Cryptocurrency, the Stock market,
and Real Estate,  subject selection along with University on the basis of their future
prospects after IB. 
The session intended to convey the fact that all of us are successful. Success is a
perception and it entirely depends on the person’s journey. Many times we are hard on
ourselves and do not give due credit for our accomplishments. Risk taking is a skill that
can be developed over a period of time but it is also necessary to appreciate our journey
once in a while. 


